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Feminism is a concept which reflects the need to reshape the 
present social structure where mostly women were been 
tormented by the male counterparts. It is a voice and a 
movement to stop at once the mistreatment done by the male 
from time immemorial simply by not giving them the 
fundamental right to think independently like men do. Women 
cannot experience complete sense of liberty without 
jeopardizing their position, character, love, dignity, life, in 
executing their dreams like work, education, travel, 
expression, vote, marriage, write, act, sing, etc. When so many 
things were been deprived from women in rudimentary level 
Feminism came as a solution. 

While the definition talks about men and women been equal 
but in reality it is not, which may perhaps be a hard pill for 
most of the people to digest but our perception that there is a 
parity in gender which may not necessarily be a reality .The 
objective truth which is independent from the perception to 
what we define Feminism is doesn’t corresponding to how we 
would like to see Feminism as to create wonder in removing 
gender bias. 

In order to speak things that one consider to be true one has to 
risk him/herself offending someone otherwise if he/she can 
only speak things cautioning someone not to get offended then 
those said things may not necessarily be true all together. If a 
person’s intention is to create connection and a pact between 
bionaries in harmony, than one can raise the issueof equality 
that exist in the fantasy world and generalize it that will 
culminate into one solution without making each one of us 
truly realize those elements that compels a men to misbehave 
with women in the first place. Those difference and factors 
can be argued as originated from cultured as well as 
biological. 

The real question is “can a man be a Feminist?” 

Can a man feel Ok to let go off their priviledge position in the 
society i.e.Patriarchy? 

Can a man truly want a women be above him in terms of 
position andpower? 

This are very uncomfortable question that any man will feel 
difficult to answer. 

Since it is the women not the man who are generally in threat 
from man who might and has misused their physical strength 
to victimize women by depriving them to have the right to 
live, right to say No, and the right to have access to different 
opportunity that equalize men and women. And Why man are 
doing it despite of repeated warning, appeal, debates from 
government and intellectual discos is because we as a man 
perhaps are insecure and feel women a threat when we cannot 
enjoy the power which we already have been privilege over 
and cannot tolerate someone less stronger than us to have 
those power in front of us. 

Its more of a power play than Gender disparity. And what is 
the point of having power if you don’t utilize it and that’s 
where most of we get wrong. 

It is really sad if one male stand up and started defending him 
telling I am not like others who mistreated women. Its actually 
me including everyone’s responsibility to compensate the 
wrong that has already been done by our forefather in the long 
historical blunders towards women as I or anyone representing 
male species should teach and educate other males about 
sensitizing do’s and the shame in don’t or anyone cannot or 
should not remain shrugged just because I or someone have 
not contribute to malicious activity towards women. 

I am glad that a movement like Feminism has started 
otherwise Uncouth, Prejudiced and stereotype man would 
never have realized “what and how women want herself to be 
treated and look upon.” We cannot blame entirely to a man 
because his conscious mind is a product of circumstances that 
chiefly include hisupbringingcompletely biased against 
women. Most people never go beyond what they are been 
taught. We will continue doing things that are circulated in the 
community society and the family we live unless he is 
confronted of the mistake prevalent in the society with 
substantial amount of logic, common sense and humanity. 

To elaborate the above mindset of man who thinks it is 
absolutely ok to misbehave with women, here are few simple 
question. 

Why we eat only selected herbs and vegetables? 
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Why don’t we include all the wild herbs or versatile 
vegetables that always get cleaned in our garden with vibrant 
colors? 

Since we have not eaten them for so long our mind will 
perceived their taste as equivalent to unhealthy if not 
poisonous. 

We can even use Rose flowers to enhance chicken curry. But 
we haven’t .WHY??Because our brain is like a computer 
works on data or information gathered from subjective and 
specific environment with limited knowledge or perspective 
that is always colored from someone else who himself has 
lived a life based on ideas that were again limited. 

The notion and relic that we embrace proudly are infact the 
policeman that imprisoned us and subconsciously glorifies our 
ego which are disguised in anything that gives power. So 
blinded by megalomaniac Ostentatious Avatar we have almost 
forgotten to exercise Compassion, Humility and Listening 
with Empathy for which it doesn’t appear to any man that 
women who from time immemorial were been subordinate to 
man, can and have also the right to raise higher than us. 

Until and unlessa man is not been confronted he will never 
realizeor better line is- it would never come to his mind that 
women can also have a life of dignity and choices rather than 
just an extension of her father or husband’s identity. So 
without proper education disguise in confrontation it will 
never occur in our mind that a wild herb or vegetables of 
forest can also be eaten like regular vegetables. 

So I am glad the movement has at least successful in posing 
least threat to female child and parent started showering equal 
importance to both gender when it comes to education and 
onus.But sadly we cannot eliminate gender biases in remote 
and rural areas and that is a shame. Still Gang Rapes were not 
been reduced. Still highly educated women succumb to dowry 
and most sadly parents in complete clandestine long for a male 
heir. 

A man needs to confront that the women whom he feel 
pleasure to score points by misbehaving and abusing belongs 
to the same species of your own mother, with out whose 
sacrifices and love he wouldn’t have been where he is now. 
All his strength, bloodare infact the consecrated milk of her 
mother which no man can ever repay. 

The Patriarchy is originated from our culture and this 
hierarchy and binaries were been celebrated without 
modifying it only to fill up a man’s sense of self worthlessness 
{not all man think that way} and playing it smart to keep this 
women counterpart at out of the game so that male don’t have 
to compete for quality, efficiency and talent. Feminism is all 
about making a place for women in the man’s world who can 
live with dignity and alternative choices like man. 

But there is a little Irony in Feminism which needs to 
contemplate and give redirection to, otherwise women will 

turn them to be unattractive and unapproachable. So my 
simple question are- 

Is women’s mild and soft nature seen as a weakness? 

Is women behaving ruddy and adopting a sulky personality 
considered as empowerment? 

Is the quest for earning more money than men seen as gender 
equality? 

Is working late nights and going to work leaving their children 
to someone else custody a gender equality? 

The question is not about playing the man’s game by women, 
behaving like man, not crying at all or living alone without a 
man sharing her life. The Real Question is- Are women in 
actuality happy doing all those things that a man used to do? 

I wonder sometimes women might have taken this battle of 
their “existence to be felt” a bit further where both man’s as 
well as women’s life has turn sorrowful. As now women 
might have started thinking that accepting a man is like 
allowing her liberty to be controlled by man and focus entirely 
on career. And man no longer find women of those trait 
attractive. The question really knocks loud at me- Are women 
happy competing men? Given a choice do they feel more 
happy spending time with her children and nurturing them OR 
live single and working late nights? 

Whatever is happening to women and in women are all the 
results of atrocities done by men from the past which 
unfortunately is going till now. So as a repercussion this 
dangerous avatars are inevitable and can’t blame either. I am 
putting few questions of Common Sense? 

If there is a huge and heavy stone that needs to be lift and 
displace than who is the better choice, a man or a women? 

Who is better in raising kids ? 

Will women be happy doing a job of lifting stones, patrolling 
and combating enemies in border ? 

One shouldn’t do something that doesn’t permit and 
correspond to their biological setting and capacity just for the 
sake of gender equality. There are few robust differences and 
roles that are best suited for each other naturally which no 
doubt both can exchange but as I have said outcome would be 
better if we reserve few things like nurturing babies to woman 
and working physical labour to man. So Feminism is precisely 
a voice against the loss of respect, dignity and choices which 
are deliberately and forcefully kept out from women by the 
man. So the entire movement resides on the availability of 
Dignity and Choices not a competition to taste who is better. 
IT is indispensable for a man to understand that he may be 
physically stronger and may be right sometimes but he has not 
got a license to be cruel with women by taking advantage of 
his strength. If he really think himself the moral police or 
righteous man who justify his heinous conduct by showing the 
need to give proper lesson to women’s fault (his perception ) 
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than why can’t he exercise his strength with the same vigour 
towards Terrorist, Criminal, Mafia, Drug Dealer. They are 
doing more harm than his wife, daughter or any other women. 
He cannot because he is a coward and select his pray like a fox 
or a dog. Have you notice a dog is capable only in his areas 
but a lion don’t have an area. So one who beats or misbehave 
with someone weaker than him is surely not a lion but a 
Certified coward Dog. 

It is not only the women who need to be free from the 
patriarchal society but also the man who need to be free from 
those pre conscious role that society has define for man. Man 
needs to be unlocked from the prison of societal expectation. It 
is really sad that with his lack of education, wisdom he 
continued to verify his manhood by doing those things that are 
in our culture and upbringing i.e. to beat and dominant women 
which is no doubt Inhuman but also redundant. It is really sad 
that a man shedding tears, nurturing child and cooking are 
seen as sissy. So man needs to detect those invisible shackle 
and liberate themselves from the Stereotypes and become 
more of a human being than a man. Both man and women 
needs to grow as a human being wrapped with sensibility, 
dignity and with job Utility rather than taking society’s a 
measurement scale to define those yardstick and definition to 
fit themselves in. 

We are putting both of them to the extreme ends which is 
diluting the true humanity, courtesy, decency and humility 
which if continued for long our brain’s thinking and working 
pattern will culminate to a default mode of pretentious self 
that has forsake the true self and started adopting a pre defined 
phony role and believing it to be an authentic self if persisted 
without altering or modifying it to original than it will lose the 
option to customize for betterment and development will 
eventually beat the purpose of Feminism itself. 


